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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the Rochdale Stronger Together (RST) Anchors’ meeting in March, Rochdale & Bury Care
Organisation as well as RBH were tasked with developing proposals for establishing formal
governance arrangements for the group. This was to help put it on a strong footing for the future.
RST is founded on experience and success of previous anchor models; namely Mondragon Cooperative Complex (MCC), The Cleveland Evergreen Project - part of the Greater University Circle
Initiative (GUCI) and the Preston Model.
The authors have looked at these models in depth with a particular focus on their governance
arrangements. They also reviewed the recently established partnership arrangements for Rochdale’s
local care organisation (LCO), One Rochdale Health and Care, due to strong similarities with
elements of RST; namely a multi-partner collaboration to deliver improved outcomes at
neighbourhood and borough wide levels.
Following an analysis of the various governance models, the authors have set out four key
recommendations for Anchors to consider:
1. Establish the Rochdale Stronger Together Leadership Group
2. Establish Workstreams
3. Establish RST Programme Capacity
4. Establish an Annually Reviewed Work Plan
These are set out in greater detail in Section H. If approved these recommendations will need
developing and then presenting to the next RST Anchor meeting for decision and then
implementation.
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B. INTRODUCTION
In September 2016 the Rochdale Borough Social Enterprise and Co-operative Forum (RBSECF)
launched Rochdale Stronger Together; an initiative which draws together ‘Anchor Institutions’,
intermediaries and whole communities to work to build a ‘Good Local Economy’. This is one in
which key partners in the Borough are committed to work together to create ‘community wealth’ and
wider well-being; businesses that are locally owned, jobs that people want, chances for people to do
things and feel better about themselves, services that people need, communities where people want
to live and opportunities for young people to aspire and achieve.
Subsequently three meetings have been held with Anchors to establish the degree of support for the
initiative. The following Anchors indicated their interest in the initiative:











Greater Manchester Fire & Rescue Service
HMR CCG - Approved Pledge
Hopwood Hall College - Committed to RST pre-pledge
Link4Life - Approved Pledge
Rochdale Borough Council
Rochdale & Bury Care Organisation – Approved Pledge
RBH - Committed to being Anchor pre-pledge
Rochdale Development Agency - RBC Agency (Stepping back from RST to focus on
Co-oeprative Council Work)now)
Rochdale Sixth Form College
STAR Procurement - RBC shared service

In September 2017 Anchors worked to establish an RST Anchor Pledge with the final wording being
circulated in November 2017. Three partners subsequently formally adopted the pledge, joining two
which had already formally committed to being Anchors in Rochdale.
In March 2018 Anchors agreed their first three joint objectives:
1. To deliver a workshop on local procurement - to be led by STAR & RBH
2. To deliver a workshop on employing local people and providing them with opportunities to gain

skills – to be led by RBH
3. To develop possible governance proposals for taking RST forward on a more permanent basis

– to be led by Rochdale & Bury Care Organisation & RBH
This paper represents the outcome of the third objective for developing governance proposals.

C. HOW OTHER ANCHOR MODELS DO IT?
The starting point for developing these proposals was to examine the governance arrangements in
place in:




the Mondragon Co-operative Complex (MCC), Spain
the Evergreen Initiative within the Greater University Circle in Cleveland , Ohio
the Preston Model, UK

The Evergreen Project in Cleveland Ohio is an evolved and adapted model of the hugely successful
MCC. Meanwhile Preston City Council, some 30 miles north west of Rochdale has adopted a model
which uses and adapts elements of both Mondragon and Cleveland.
All three examples are based on developing a local network of co-operatives that grows through
diversification. The three core components for each one is set out below:
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Mondragon
Mondragon is defined by entirely organic growth starting from the establishment of a technical
college in 1943 using pooled funds from parents. The goal was social transformation. Thirteen years
later in 1956, the first Co-operative was founded. This was the start of the growth of a vast
international network spanning 18 countries and administering billions of euros of assets and
ensuring greater prosperity, job opportunities and security to the communities & individuals involved.

The network has grown to include first generation co-operatives, some with spin-offs organised into
groups. Meanwhile secondary co-operatives provide core support in Finance, Business
Development, Education/Training and R&D. It is the Caja Laboral Popular, structured as a credit
union which was the first of these secondary co-operatives. It now acts as an anchoring and
coordinating force for maintaining the cooperative network by providing financial, analytical, and
business development services. Cooperatives must enter into a contract of association, which gives
the Caja oversight over the cooperative’s internal organisation. The Caja regulates the governance
and internal organisation of cooperative firms, dictating capital-to-debt ratio requirements and norms
and policies regarding hiring.
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The MCC also adopted a policy of creating a new spinoff firm whenever a product line in one firm
reached self-sufficiency. Spinoff firms helped deter the emergence of bureaucratic, corporate-like
structures. As this policy increased the number of firms, Mondragon’s leaders instituted the
cooperative group as an organising mechanism among firms.
As well as the Caja Laboral, leadership is provided by the overarching governing bodies which have
been established by the all-encompassing Mondragon Cooperative Complex (MCC).
Evergreen and Greater University Circle, Cleveland Ohio
Like Mondragon, the Evergreen Initiative is attempting to create good jobs, sustainable work and
increase local prosperity through the development of a diverse network of firms that can share
services and abide by mutual governance and operational agreements. However, it will likely take
many years to build the network infrastructure for secondary cooperatives, spinoff firms, and
cooperative groups. In the meantime, the Evergreen network relies on support from non-profits
(public institutions) to deal with coordination, governance, finance, business development, and
workforce training.
The Evergreen initiative in Cleveland Ohio was first conceived in 2005 by the Greater University
Circle Leadership Group with the founding of its first worker co-operative in 2009. The initiative
sought to learn from the highly successful MCC and to adapt its methods and structures to the local
assets it already had in place in Cleveland.
Cleveland is one of five co-located metro counties. It has 400k inhabitants with 2 million in the wider
metro area. The Greater University Circle area is home to 60k residents.

The first step was to establish a shared vision individually between the CEOs of the three key anchor
institutions: the University, the Cleveland Clinic and University Hospitals. Previously these
institutions existed in some isolation from surrounding neighbourhoods. Anchor CEOs agreed to
work together with other key stakeholders who quickly signed on. These included:







the Mayor/City of Cleveland,
the regional transit authority,
local non-profits,
neighbourhood and workforce development entities,
business accelerator organisations, and
the data and evaluation partner, Cleveland State University.

Initially resources were pooled around big physical development and planning projects ($3 billion in
capital projects), but then attention moved on to the challenges of job creation, neighbourhood
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stabilization, and community engagement. The status quo was seen as not acceptable, and not only
for ethical reasons. Neighbourhood disinvestment affected the anchors’ core business functions:
 ability to recruit talent,
 ability to attract students or patients, and
 potentially damaging to “brand” ; attractiveness tied to the image of Cleveland itself.
The Greater University Circle Initiative (GUCI) Leadership Group was established which now
meets two to three times a year to set goals and review progress. It is convened, supported, and led
by the Cleveland Foundation, the world’s first community foundation.
The initial agreement was to work collaboratively on “win/win” strategies that would benefit the
community and help them to meet their own goals. Leaders review the commitment of their
institutions at three-year intervals with the central question being “what can we do better together
that we would find difficult to do apart?”
CEOs quickly each designated a top-level person with broad authority who became a key contact for
the Cleveland Foundation employees and were charged with moving the initiative forward.
The Cleveland Foundation was well-positioned to nurture partnership with creation of senior-level
program directors who were relatively unburdened with other responsibilities.
The initiative’s work attracted the attention of Living Cities, a philanthropic funding collaborative.
Living Cities introduced a “systems change” approach, one which led the Greater University Circle
effort to coalesce around four high-level, shared, economic-inclusion goals:


Buy Local— increase opportunities for anchors to purchase goods and services locally, and
helping small businesses to grow and increase their capacity to meet these needs.



Hire Local—increase the number of residents from the neighbourhoods hired by the anchors,
and help improve the local workforce system.



Live Local—support and improve the employer assisted housing program, Greater University
Circle, and leverage it to help create more stable neighbourhoods.



Connect—the key to all of these efforts, tapping into and using the resources and skills of local
organisations. Not a stand-alone subcommittee, but rather a key component integrated into our
Hire/Buy/Live Local efforts. Seeks to eliminate silos and create connections.

In 2011, the Greater University Circle Initiative realized it needed to bring together the directors and
managers of the departments within the participating organisations who are charged with
implementing the goals set by the leadership team. It launched the Economic Inclusion
Management Committee (EIMC) to set operational objectives and develop collaborative programs
to implement them i.e. the team of doers.
The work has evolved into a system of interconnected committees and subcommittees - the
leadership GUCI table, the EIMC and its subcommittees, and ad hoc working groups, developed in
response to both needs and opportunities. The anchors themselves serve as chairs, co-chairs, and
facilitators of the work, backed by the Cleveland Foundation and Cleveland State University staff.
The Anchors by engaging a broad cross-section of their own employees, embed the work deeply
within their own institutional structure. The EIMC engages in asset-based “grass-roots to grasstops”
work that includes community wealth-building and engagement. Committee work consists of
regularly occurring, facilitated conversations to develop strategy and review goals. They develop
metrics to measure progress, and the work is increasingly data-driven. They also collect stories,
helping to create a powerful, shared narrative.
The Evergreen Co-operative structure was established in order to enable anchors to buy locally
where there was a gap in the existing local economy – effectively import replacement. The
Evergreen Co-operative Structure therefore principally sits within the “Buy Local” Workstream.
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In practice this arrangement can be depicted diagrammatically as shown below:

Preston
The Preston initiative was initially driven by Preston City Council; framed by the concept of working
to deliver a good local economy which addresses inequality and poverty. The Council was the first
accredited Living Wage local authority in the North of England and adopted a Fairness Charter in
January 2015. It recognised that the social inclusion agenda was not just the domain of the Council
but also that of other stakeholders including anchor institutions.
Anchor institutions in Preston included amongst others, two local authorities, a higher education
institution, two further education institutions, police, fire and rescue, hospitals, and housing
associations. There was a realisation that places could do more from within to stimulate local
economic development, including the creation of worker led cooperatives; and that elements of
models similar to Cleveland, Mondragon and Emilia Romagna could potentially work in Preston.
An independent organisation, the think tank CLES, was commissioned to undertake the work. This
entailed three key tasks:
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1. To engage anchor institutions in the work, get them thinking about how they maximise impact for
the locality through procurement, and create community wealth through cooperative
development;
2. To develop a baseline understanding of the spend of anchor institutions in Preston through
procurement;
3. To identify ways in which anchor institutions can seek to instigate change in their behaviour so
that they bring more benefit for the local economy, through utilising local businesses to provide
goods and services, and through potentially developing cooperatives.
Preston has now:


actively promoted the Living Wage to local businesses with over 50 now signed up.



reached the top 10% of Local Authority areas in the North West for women working part time
receiving the Living Wage or above.



engaged over 10 large placed based institutions in Preston and Lancashire in Community
Wealth Building with a combined spend of over £1.2 billion per annum. (This includes
University of Central Lancashire, Lancashire Teaching Hospitals, Lancashire Constabulary,
Community Gateway, Preston’s College, Lancashire County Council).



seen the amount spent with suppliers based in both Preston and Lancashire increase to 17%
(from 14%) and 33.5% (from 29%) respectively. With other anchors at least £4 million
repatriated to the Preston economy. Studies show an increase to local vendors of £10m will
create over 400 additional jobs.



promoted co-operatives through the Preston’s Co-operative Development Network, including
joint work with the University and Mondragon.

In Preston the University of Central Lancashire (UCLAS) has taken a leadership role in championing
the implementation of an anchor model, including offering strong support to the Co-operative
Development Network. Whilst a joint governing body between the Anchors has not yet been
established, a procurement network has, to enable anchors to take a more collaborative approach to
procuring locally.
The Preston Model has sought to adopt a structure similar to that of Mondragon which it depicts as a
table, with the network of co-ops appearing as the surface standing on the four core supporting legs:
education, health and wellbeing, finance and R&D. Preston has two of these legs in place already.
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Organisationally the model is as shown below:

D. ANALYSIS OF GOVERNANCE MODELS
In this section we compare three key attributes that are relevant to RST; the defined geographic area
covered by the model, the means by which each network developed, and the means by which there
were (are) led. After looking at the three example anchor models for each attribute, the authors set
out how the attribute applies to RST.
Geographic Area





MCC - consists of 261 companies and cooperatives employing over 74k people. Mondragon
itself is a small town of 22k residents tucked away in the Pyrenean Mountains in the Basque
country. Its growth however means it now competes in global markets and has a presence in
18 countries.
Greater University Circle - covers an area of 550 acres (220 ha). It is surrounded by seven
neighbourhoods with a combined population of around 65k.
Preston Model - covers not only Preston City (114k residents), but also the wide area of
Lancashire (just under 1.5million).

RST - shall cover all areas within the Metropolitan Borough of Rochdale. There will be
instances where further definition will be required. For instance if calculating total
income of Rochdale residents, a decision will need to be made as to whether or not the
salaries of residents who commute in and out of the Borough should be taken into
account.
Development Process


MCC - grew organically over time. From the technical college originally constructed in 1943
came the entire co-operative complex. It was an emergent process with the complex reorganising and evolving as it continued to increase in scale. Its structure was defined by
trying to minimise bureaucratisation.



Greater University Circle and Evergreen Initiative - conversely was the implementation of
an overarching strategic vision to existing assets. These consisted of public institutions
which pivoted their corporate strategies to collaborate where “they could do together what
they would find difficult to do apart”. It came in close succession to ambitious proposals
being established for the physical regeneration of the local area. The City of Cleveland Mayor
was a key stakeholder engaged in the process.
Three worker co-operatives were incorporated as well as the secondary co-operative style
Evergreen Business Services which incubated the new co-operatives as well as providing
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business support to other local businesses. The overall GUCI extended beyond just import
replacement and encompassed access to homes, skills and good jobs.


Preston Model - the vision and drive emerged from the City’s local authority. As with
Cleveland, the vision has been applied to existing public assets. Existing local co-operatives
are coming together to form the Preston Co-operative Development Network.

RST - Due to the high level of similarity, Rochdale Stronger Together will follow a model
closely aligned to that of the Greater University Circle Evergreen model i.e. the large
institutions (to date principally public institutions) rooted in the local community pivot
their corporate strategies to act as anchors; providing transformational place-based
leadership to build ‘a good local economy’ through the support and development of a
network of co-operatives and community businesses.
Leadership
All three models have distributed leadership; within each co-operative, but also at the lead institution
and network level. The entire network is underpinned by a democratic framework. This however is
balanced with the need for efficient management. The models have shown a two-step approach
where a strong management lead is required at first moving to a flatter, more democratic model once
individual organisations are well established.


MCC - after initially being championed by one individual, developed the credit union styled
Caja Laboral Popular which provided leadership and incubation for new co-operatives. Four
sectors of network leadership emerged: education & training, finance, business development
and R&D. Whilst the Caja maintained a fundamental leadership role within the network,
overarching governance structures developed to lead the co-operative complex overall.



Greater University Circle, the Cleveland Foundation championed the initiative with support
from Living Cities in the early days. Overall strategic leadership was provided by a
representative group of senior leaders from the various Anchors who meet two or three times
a year. A secondary operational delivery body has been established, consisting of senior
employees from the Anchors. It meets to deal with day to day delivery. Their work is split into
workstreams and extends “from grassroots to grasstops”.



Preston Model - Preston City Council initiated the Preston Model and commissioned an
independent organisation, CLES, to lead the first steps of development and implementation.
UCLAS has taken a leading role in championing the model. The Preston Co-operative
Development Network and Procurement Network are the clearest examples of governance
arrangements outside of the City Council itself. Anchors presently have no overarching
collective leadership body.

RST Current Position - To date facilitated and led by the Rochdale Borough Social Enterprise
and Co-operative Forum, Rochdale Stronger Together has developed an Anchor model
approach for Rochdale which encompasses the institutions responsible for delivering health,
housing, leisure, education and fire and rescue services. The local authority has also been party
to the process including Rochdale Development Agency and STAR Procurement. RBH, an early
formal adopter of the Anchor role has to date played a role similar to the LCO’s host provider, by
providing employee time and access to facilities to help champion the initiative.
Rochdale Borough Council - RBC is actively seeking how it can maximise the benefit to
Borough residents of being a Co-operative Council. Many of the options it is considering align
directly with the RST e.g. :

-

Building on existing strengths
Developing, communicating and delivering a Co-operative future with residents and
partners
Considering a cooperative investment fund
Taking a partnership approach
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Increasing local contracts
Maximising the benefits of local spend
Exploring/developing platforms to support private /social enterprise sectors
Building on and aligning with cooperative principles
Looking at how behaviours can be changed to have a stronger focus on place and enabling
residents to be more independent whilst having higher levels of wellbeing.
Working with all leaders and residents of Rochdale to develop as individuals and
collectively.

-

Due to the commonality in vision, approach and responsibility for increasing the wellbeing of
Rochdale residents, strong partnership with the Local Authority is seen as mutually beneficial.
RST proposal - Anchors formally establish strategic leadership of the RST initiative with
the Local Authority as part of this. Shared leadership and responsibility will help secure
longevity and send a clear message of collective responsibility.

E. LESSONS IDENTIFIED
In a 2010 MIT Community Innovators Lab report “Sustainable Economic Democracy: Worker
Cooperatives for the 21st Century”, the Mondragon and Cleveland co-operative network models are
analysed. They identified three types of organisation:




worker cooperatives,
support organisations (often organized as secondary cooperatives), and
a central leadership institution.

Asking the following three questions is It recommended when setting up an organisational structure:




Who are the decision makers?
How are firms governed?
How is the network governed?

The leadership team it says:
…is the core entity that guides early cooperative development efforts and acts as an anchoring
body for the network. It provides a sense of longevity, capability, and capacity that is critical for
building partnerships with larger institutions. The members of the leadership team need a diverse
set of skills and a range of cross-sectoral relationships. Skills needed among the leadership team:








economic development finance and planning,
business development and planning,
cooperative firm development,
workforce training,
business management,
community organizing, and
policy advocacy.

It adds that the leadership team will need the following relationships:








anchor institutions,
community organisations,
the banking community,
foundations,
the business community,
government, and
organised labour.

And that protocols will be required for:



creating a representative board,
clearly defining the board’s jurisdiction, and
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defining how the leadership team and other support organisations will participate in
decision making over time.

The MIT report continues to set out the requirements for the governance of individual firms (cooperatives). The leadership team will have a high level of control over firm governance to start with
by setting out certain protocols by which each co-operative must conform. However for RST’s this
matter can be considered at a later stage.
An analysis by Democracy Collaborative, the US think-tank which champions anchor models
internationally, conducted a study of the Cleveland Model. In its report “Cleveland’s Greater
University Circle Initiative: An Anchor-Based Strategy for Change” it identifies some lessons and
areas to focus on in the future:


Initiatives involving more than one anchor, must have a convener—a trusted, central player
with some clout (money, influence, power) to bring and keep people together. In some cities a
municipality might play this role—however, inevitable changes as one administration yields to
another may create some risk.



There must be assets to build on—hospitals, universities, non-profit, or corporate players who
are willing partners.



There must be a source of funding to pay for staffing and programming. It can be possible to
use loaned staff, interns, fellowships, and other low-cost options, but this will still require a
commitment of time and resources. Unless there is funding on the table for key pilot programs
and initiatives, it is unlikely you will see significant change.



It is important to measure impact on neighbourhoods and neighbours (sensitive measures).



It is important to stay focused on initiatives that stand to benefit from collaboration.



It is important to maintain momentum in light of changes e.g. leadership / economic change.

F. COMPARISON WITH ROCHDALE LOCAL CARE ORGANISATIONS (LCO) PARTNERSHIP
As part of the integration of health and social care across Greater Manchester, Rochdale, like the 9
other GM boroughs, has established a Local Care Organisation (LCO) to oversee the management
and delivery of integrated care across the borough. The aims include developing a model which
works at the neighbourhood level.
Principally this entails bringing together key care providers, large and small, to work together jointly
to provide sustainable and better outcomes for Rochdale people.
In March this year the Rochdale LCO finalised its formal governance arrangement. These built on
legacy provider partnership delivery models in the Borough. Due to the participatory and partnership
nature of this arrangement it was felt some useful lessons could be identified from the model
adopted by the LCO and used as part of RST. This section therefore draws out the key facets of the
LCO Partnership Agreement.
The agreement:







Avoids creating a legally incorporated organisation instead taking the form of a Memorandum of
Understanding.
Creates a representative leadership board with named members, an independent chair and LCO
Programme Director to provide support. The board is responsible for all aspects of LCO delivery.
Established a Core Partners Group (a subset of the board) – where the larger providers are held
accountable to each other and the details of partner contributions are agreed.
Established a Leadership Group responsible for operational delivery, made up of core partners
and neighbourhood leads and headed by the LCO Chief Officer.
Establishes an LCO Chief Officer responsible for leading the LCO Core Partners and Leadership
Groups.
Establishes virtual cross sector support teams which will develop over time.
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Establishes links into the 6 Borough neighbourhoods and various borough-wide care services.
Establishes task & finish groups as necessary.
Establishes a Host Provider organisation role responsible for:
 Developing and maintaining the partnership approach
 Developing and maintaining the governance system and support service networks
 Leading with key relationships
 Developing and co-ordinating the LCO board and support team
 Taking the role of Lead Provider
Establishes a Lead Provider role which leads the contractual process with the Integrated
Commissioning Board on behalf of the LCO.
Establishes a Clinical and Professional Leadership Group which provides a consultative and
advisory capacity to support the LCO.

In addition the arrangements cover matters such as:











The partnership vision and objectives – taking into account immediate and longer term
objectives
Principles for collaborative working
The scope, term and review of the agreement
Roles and responsibilities for all governing bodies
Process for changing board members
How to manage contracts
Dispute resolutions
Public engagement and involvement
Outcomes and key performance indicators
Relationship with external strategic partners such as those across GM or neighbouring
regions.

Diagrammatically the arrangements are shown below:
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G. CONCLUSIONS
This section of the report sets out governance proposals for Rochdale Stronger Together taking into
account the examples, analysis and lessons identified from the three anchor models.
From the Lessons Identified Previously, as outlined in section E, it is clear that RST has already
successfully achieved some of the key development factors. Namely, that:




There are assets which can be built on - hospitals, educational institutions, non-profit, or
corporate players who are willing partners. Additionally the status quo is not seen as not
acceptable, and not only for ethical reasons. Neighbourhood disinvestment affects Anchors’
core business functions,
Amongst the assembled Anchors, there are potential partners who can act as a convener - a
trusted, central player with some clout (money, influence, power) to bring and keep people
together.

However, there are other key development factors which need to be put in place if RST is to make a
tangible impact upon the economy of Rochdale in the foreseeable future


to maintain momentum in light of significant developments



to establish a leadership team



to stay focused on initiatives that stand to benefit from collaboration



to measure impact on neighbourhoods and neighbours (sensitive measures)



to source funding to pay for staffing and programming through the use of loaned staff,
interns, fellowships, or other low-cost options.

Without commitment of time and resources on the table for key pilot programs and initiatives, the
learning is that it is unlikely we will see significant change.
To achieve these development factors requires RST to move to the next level of commitment; to
remove silos, pivot and pool resources to “do better together [what] we would find difficult to do
apart?” Consideration will also need to be given to finding a sustainable means of co-ordinating the
work - both the LCO and GUCI do this through dedicated programme directors. Such a move would
enable RST to keep and increase momentum, build on the current collaborations to secure their
benefits, lay down the required protocols and build and maintain key relationships for funding
programmes.
The Rochdale LCO partnership has close similarities in its aims and structure to RST and is slightly
ahead therefore shedding light on what could be beneficial next steps. It confirms along with
previous evidence shown in Section E that RST has now in place a significant number of key
development factors.
As set out in the analysis at Section D, both RST and Rochdale Borough Council have each
independently identified similar important future objectives for the Borough. An RST leadership
group where Anchors and the Council act as equal partners would therefore be highly beneficial as
well as offer RST stability, longevity and a model which clearly demonstrates collective
responsibility.
JOINTLY DELIVERED BY RST SO FAR:
1. Workshop on local procurement – and established next steps.
2. Workshop on employing local people and providing them with opportunities to gain skills

– and established next steps.
3. Governance proposals for taking Rochdale Stronger Together forward on a more

permanent basis.
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H. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Establish the Rochdale Stronger Together Leadership Group(overarching board)
a. Beginning with the current group members, future members will be named, of executive director level
or equivalent and able to speak on behalf of the whole of their organisation.
b. The Leadership Group will be expected to meet around 3 times per year.
c. Group Terms of Reference and member role profile to be developed.
d. A clear process for adding, changing and removing members as well as dispute resolution
e. Formal arrangements to cover vision & purpose, commitment to the community, Adoption or alignment
with International Co-operative Alliance’s values and principles.
f. There will be a commitment to recognising, complementing and integrating with existing Rochdale
assets as well as ensuring the governance structure includes means of robust community
representation.

2. Establish Workstreams with terms of reference, dedicated virtual teams and named members
consisting of senior employees from partner organisations. Workstreams are:
a. Hire Local – to support anchors to maximise employment, apprentice, volunteering and other skills
development opportunities for local residents. This will extend from excluded members of the
community to those seeking to acquire high skilled employment.
b. Buy Local – to support anchors to understand their spend with particular relation to the categories and
geographic location of suppliers. The Workstream will be responsible for exploring all means of
increasing spend within the local economy including developing access to finance, the use of business
support services and import replacement using “gap” co-operatives.
c. Live Local – ensuring local residents have access to the right mix and quality of homes to meet their
needs and neighbourhoods where they can grow and thrive.
d. Connect Local – Workstream that will cross cut all aspects of RST will develop and deliver all aspects
of communication and engagement ensuring the full spectrum of Rochdale’s diverse neighbourhoods
are included. This Workstream will also be responsible for stakeholder engagement with key local
organisations that are not members of the RST Leadership Group as well as regional, national and
international stakeholders.

3. Establish RST Programme Capacity to deliver:
a. Manage and oversee all aspects of operational delivery, co-ordinating pooled resources where
necessary
b. Governance and secretarial service to the leadership group.
c. Lead stakeholder engagement for the initiative at all levels
d. Maintain strong links with academic and research based institutions
e. Where necessary acquire best practice and advice from subject matter experts
f. Develop and deliver performance management information including incorporating social value
measurement standards such as TOMs and LM3.
g. Explore need for operational management committee
h. Explore need for host partner and suitable candidate organisation.

4. Establish an Annually Reviewed Work Plan to deliver the “Our Big Idea” objectives and Cooperative Party’s “Six Steps to Build Community Wealth”. To include:
a. Overall scope for the initiative.
b. Set of short (12 months) and medium (3 year) term objectives to guide the work of the initiative.
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You can find and support the Forum on social media:
RSECForum

RSEC_Forum

Rochdale Social Enterprise & Co-operative Forum

